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Size of the largest 
driving force (D Y)
Location of the largest 
driving force (D X)











Light compound composition, x i
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List the mixture compounds




calculate driving force curves
for these splits
Identify the desired splits, in
terms of key compounds in
each split
Check for azeotropy in the
binary splits
Remove split k with the
largest driving force
Add split k to the column
sequence at the stream where




If yes, penalize this split with
a factor to make it the last
split, otherwise continue
Set k = 1
Set K = k+1
Rank the splits by their size of
the largest driving force
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Composition of light key compounds, Xi
 Curve 1 E12 = 5 (T1)
 Curve 2 E12 = 4 (T2)
 Curve 3 E12 = 3 (T3)
 Curve 4 E12 = 2 (T4)
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Composition of the light key compound, x i
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Generate or retrieve vapour-
liquid data for the binary
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Compute FD i and plot a
driving force diagram
Determine N F by
NF = N(1-Dx)
If product specifications are




If scaling factors are
required, apply them
Give number of stages, N
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Generate or retrieve vapour-
liquid data for the 2 binary
mixtures
Compute and plot 2 driving
force diagrams (A & B),
identify D and D
x
 in A and B
Merge the driving force
diagrams, such that the feed
is introduced above the side-
draw
Mixture compounds
Give number of stages, N
Check which curve has the
largest maximum driving
force. This is denoted A
For mixtures with more than  3
compounds, select the 2 sets







If they exist, stop!
If A is between the two
lighter key compounds,
follow this route
If A is between the two
heavier key compounds,
follow this route
Determine N S by
NS = N(1-DS)
Merge the driving force
diagrams, such that the feed
is introduced below the side-
draw




in diagram  A
Determine N F by
NF = NS(1-Dx)
If A is between the two
lighter key compounds,
follow this route
If A is between the two
heavier key compounds,
follow this route
Determine N F by
NF = NS+(N-NS)(1-Dx)
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Generate or retrieve vapour-
liquid data for the binary
mixture
Compute FD i and plot a
driving force element  diagram
Determine N F by
NF = N(1-Dx)
If product specifications are




Give number of stages, N
Identify points D and D
x
Check if the reactive system




Choose a  C = RR/RR min  to
find D’, draw the actual
operating lines
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Operation lines at RR > RR
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 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 D@
Calculate the pxy  diagram for
the binary key compound
mixture in the first column,
k=1, at the feed temperature
Draw the driving force
diagram for the pxy diagram,
and identify D and D
x
Calculate the pxy  diagram for
the binary key compound
mixture in the next column,
k+1
Check if the largest bubble
point pressure in the  pxy
diagram is identical  to the
pressure of column k
Mixture compounds
Iterate on Tb, until the
maximum bubble point
pressure in column k+1 is
equal to the operating
pressure in column k
This is the pressure of
the column k
Determine the condition of the
feed to the column sequence
Thermodynamic
model, or data
Evaluate the results! If the
pressure of the last column is
too high, or too low, consider
starting at a different point
Identify the bubble point
pressure at the composition of
the largest driving force
This is the pressure of
the column k+1
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Light key compound composition, x i
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